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The ocean affects all aspects of our lives, and Tom Garrison will show you how in the new Seventh

Edition of OCEANOGRAPHY: AN INVITATION TO MARINE SCIENCE. Garrison takes you on a

vivid exploration of the ocean--from submarine canyons to zooplankton, global warming, the

growing plastics problem, and our changing coastlines--and explains oceanography's most

important concepts. Garrison's engaging, student-friendly approach helps you understand the

complexities involved in how we study and use the ocean. You'll explore topics like Hurricane

Katrina; the devastating December 2004 earthquake in the Indian Ocean and the resulting tsunami;

the moon and its connection to the ocean; the power of the ocean to influence weather; and uses

and abuses of the ocean. Gain an understanding of the wonders of the sea and the scientific

questions that surround it with this enjoyable, fascinating text!
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Tom Garrison (Ph.D., University of Southern California) was an inspiring professor of Marine

Science for over 47 years at Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa, California -- one of the largest

undergraduate marine science departments in the United States. Dr. Garrison also held an adjunct

professorship at the University of Southern California and won multiple teaching and education

awards during his career. He was a founding member of the Consortium for Ocean Science

Exploration and Engagement, wrote a regular column for the journal Oceanography, and enjoyed

writing for National Geographic magazine. Dr. Garrison was an Emmy Award team participant as



writer and science advisor for the PBS syndicated Oceanus television series, and writer and science

advisor for The Endless Voyage -- a set of television programs in oceanography. His widely used

textbooks in oceanography and marine science are the college market's best sellers, and 42 years

of teaching allowed him to pass his oceanic enthusiasm to more than 65,000 students in his career.

It is a spectacular resource for the study of oceanography, clearly explained and illustrated. It has

the information and references necessary to understand and learn. It arouses the interest to

continue investigating and exploring the ocean.

I hated this class but I did find the book enjoyable to read. Very interesting information and I did not

find it difficult to understand.

As far as book quality it's really top notch. Very pricy, but all the nice pictures and color have to be

paid for somehow I suppose.

great textbook! one of the best I have used in some time.

Did not know writing a review was a thing

Came in great condition and I love it

The book arrived when they said it would in perfect condition! It was brand new and had never been

opened. I also was happy that the book was offered for such a low price! For the same price I paid

for the new version on here, I would have gotten a used book with highlighting and marks all over it

at the school bookstores. I am definitely ordering my books from here again!
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